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What is a Library Minute?
One to three minute “quick hit” PowerPoint 
presentation about some information 
resource or feature of a resource or tool
– Given in any meeting environment – Morning 
Report, staff meeting, etc.
– Components
• Who I am and how to contact me
• High level example
• Focus on a feature helpful to clinicians
• So what? slide
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A Clinical What?
New clinical informationist service launched 
to Internal Medicine
And then a new month began - 8 Internal 
Medicine teams changed attendings, 
upper levels, interns and medical students
Now who are you and why are you here??
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Saw an Opportunity…
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LIBRARY MINUTE
And now for a …
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Citation View
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Citation – Work with the MeSH
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The * means it’s a major topic of 
the article
Click on a term to get more options
Citation View - So What?
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Use the MeSH terms from  a 
“good” entry as a springboard 
to similar ones
Citation – More So What?
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Build a Search
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Citation - So What?
• What type of article is this?
• What is it about?
• What are the Main Topics (or stars *) of 
the article?
• What MeSH terms can I use from this view 
to build other searches that will help me?
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The Big Finish
• Announce 
– office hours that day
– anything of interest 
from the Library
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Examples
PubMed
– Search building blocks (History)
– Why your best search term for info on that 
tumor probably isn’t “brain mass” (Details)
– Limits
– MeSH (about three different Minutes)
– Citation View
– Subsets
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More Examples
ClinicalTrials.gov (two Minutes)
MedlinePlus 
– Five Features for County Hospital Patients
Theme Month Resources
– Oncology – NCI Cancer Database
– Infectious Disease – CDC, IDSA
Point of Care Tools
Remote Access
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Unconventional Examples
Just how far back can I get full text?
Wikipedia (discernment)
Google Translator 
What questions do people ask a clinical 
informationist anyway?
Shameless Promotion of Library Services
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Evolution
• More 3-5 minute Minutes than before 
– recent chief residents happy to have me 
handle the “filler” between cases 
• Questions and comments generate new 
Library Minutes or small group training
• Cycling back around to attach specific 
learning objectives, refine the examples
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Points to Consider
• Represent the library, resources and services 3x / week 
to 50+ clinicians
• The effect on the overall meeting time is minimal
• Those who know the tool might pick up something new, 
those who don’t, learn something without “standing out”
• Twelve Library Minutes per month avg.
• If I know the resource well, it takes approx. 30 minutes to 
prepare one Minute
• Reuse and repeat – suggest a “library” of at least 20 
Minutes that are refreshed regularly
• Can get “bumped” from the agenda (Hurricane Ike prep)
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Conclusion
Time consuming for you BUT…
The Library Minute has been a good way to 
present resources to a relatively captive 
audience WHERE they use the 
information …
(And stay around afterwards for questions, 
consults, and feedback)
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Dive Right In!
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Questions?
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